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stantiated by the proof, and the sheriff is to decide to what
extent the desire of the petition is to be granted. There should
also be an appeal from the local court to the supreme by
both sides, and on declaration of convalescence the curatory
and custody should cease. The expenses should be paid,
except in malicious cases, out of the estate of the party. Dr.

Maclagan also thinks that a somewhat similar form of pro-
cedure might be applied to cases of ordinary insanity, irre-
spective of the question of capacity to manage affairs, and
that publicity might be avoided by reading the names of

parties as A. B. His reason for this is that the public mind
would be relieved of much anxiety if each case were examined
by a jury before being sent to an asylum, and actions against
relatives and doctors would be put an end to.
The lecture was listened to with much attention, and

although there may be difference of opinion as to submitting
cases to a jury before the sheriff, still the audience appeared
to approve of the clear and forcible language in which the
talented lecturer expressed his views.
Edinburgh, February 28th, 1865.

PARISIAN MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

CAN syphilis be transmitted by vaccination ? Such is the e

important question which is now being discussed at the

Academy of Medicine. It would be needless to insist on
the many serious consequences which it involves-the re-

sponsibility of the medical practitioner who may transmit to
a healthy child a virus impressing its constitution with a

lasting taint, the fears which such a danger might excite

amongst the public, and which might seriously compromise
the invaluable practice of vaccination, &c. But does that

danger really exist ? and if so, what are the precautions which
may be taken to prevent or lessen it ? Such are the main

points of the present discussion to which a report of M. Depaul,
a member of the Vaccine Committee of the Academy, and
destined to be sent to the Minister of Public Instruction,
has given rise. This report, in which the author affirms that
his conscience is alarmed, that he must inform the Minister of
the truth, however disagreeable to be told, while suggesting
such precautions as may be adopted against the danger, and
which is presented to the Academy to be ratified, has not
met there with general approbation ; for if it has enlisted in
its support Messrs. Trousseau and Bouvier, it has met with
ardent adversaries in M. Ricord, M. Briquet, M. Gibert, and
others. These gentlemen have not found in the different
cases which have been till now observed a due degree of
certitude. They have carefully analysed the facts which are
said to have taken place in Italy, in Germany, in England,
and in France, and must declare they have not found in their
description that minute exactness and that nicety of detail
which are indispensable in all medical observations, and which
carry conviction to the mind. M. Depaul himself, they opine,
does not openly express any fixed conviction ; and as to the
precautions which he suggests they would be of little or no
avail. Why then make known his doubts to the public in a
solemn and official report addressed to the Government ? Is it
not rash and imprudent, in the present unsettled state of the
matter, to alarm the Minister, who is unable to judge the
question, and who may at once take means which may impede
the salutary practice of vaccination ? Why excite the public
with perhaps needless fears ? Would it not be infinitely
better to appoint a committee who would thoroughly investi-
gate the question and then express a clear and positive
opinion ? Thus stands the question, and it is yet difficult to
say what will be the decision of the Academy. This very day
(Tuesday) M. Bousquet, whose eloquence and authority are
well known, and will no doubt prove influential, is to take up
the thread of the discussion.
Paris, March 7th, 1865.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.&mdash;At the last meeting
of the Council, Mr. F. C. Skey, late President of the Col-
lege. and Mr. S. Cartwright, were elected members of the
Dental Board, the term of office having expired of Messrs.
Lawrence and Rogers. The Board now consists of Messrs.
South, Arnott, Skey, Bell, Tomes, and Cartwright.

Parliamentary Intelligence.
HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MARCH 9.

IRISH MEDICAL OFFICERS.

Mr. M’Evoy moved a resolution, that her Majesty’s Govern-
ment should now adopt the recommendations of the Select
Committee of 1858, to take into consideration the claims of
Ireland to a grant of the half cost of medical officers in unions,
with the view of providing for the same in future, as is now
the practice in England and Scotland.
The CHANCELLOR of the EXCHEQUER opposed the resolution,

observing that the recommendations of the Committee of 1858
did not show sufficient reasons for adopting it; that it was
not for the interest of Ireland to urge the principle of equality
in local taxation; and that the general question of relative
taxation had been recently referred to a Committee of the
House.
The resolution was supported by Mr. HENNESSY, Mr. NEATE,

and Mr. WHITESIDE, and opposed by Mr. PEEL.

MARCH 13.

INFECTIOUS DISORDERS IN WORKHOUSES.

Colonel NORTH asked the Secretary to the Poor-law Board
if, by Article 115 of the General Consolidated Order of the
Poor-law Board, dated 24th July, 1847, any pauper suffering
from small-pox or other infectious disorder can insist upon.
leaving the workhouse in opposition to the opinion of the
doctor, upon giving to the master, or, during his absence or
inability to act, to the matrou, a reasonable notice of his or her
wish to do so. The hon. gentleman called attention to two
cases in point which had occurred in his own county.
Lord ENFIELD said neither the master, nor matron, nor the

medical officers of workhouses were empowered to detain in-
fectious persons. All they could do was to warn the patient,
as he believed was done in the instances referred to, of the
extreme danger of leaving, and of the penalties to which he
might render himself liable on conviction for a misdemeanour.

NORTON AND MEDICAL DEFENCE FUND.

THE following contributions to this fund have been receivedsince our last announcement :-

Medical News.
APOTHECARIES’ HALL.-The following gentlemen

passed their examination in the Science and Practice of Medi-
cine and received certificates to practise on the 9th inst. :-

Forster, Edward Wood, Victoria-terrace, Newcastle.
Maturin, Henry, Lymington, Hants.

The following gentleman also on the same day passed his
first examination :-

Brocklehurst, Thos. Howard, Manchester School of Medicine.

MR. LATHER HOLDEN is, we regret to say, suffering
from an acute and painful illness, temporarily incapacitating
him from attending to his public duties.


